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Agenda

Provide background to help resolve comments.
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Comments 137 -- part 1
Eye opening data capture

From 802.3ck D1.1, 120G.4.2, 162.9.3.1.1

From 802.3-2018...

DFE to y2(k)

Should be 32 in preparation for the linear fit.
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Comments 137 -- part 2
Eye opening data capture

Proposed changes as follows:

The eye opening parameters eye height, eye width, and vertical eye closure are measured with the effect of a 
reference receiver which includes receiver input referred noise, a continuous-time filter as defined in 93A.1.4.3, a 
receiver noise filter as defined in 93A.1.4.1, and a decision-feedback equalizer as defined in 93A.1.6, using the 
parameters specified in Table 120G–9. The pattern used for output eye diagram measurements is PRBS13Q. 
Unless specified otherwise the probabilities are relative to the number of PAM4 symbols measured. The following 
procedure should be used to obtain the eye height eye width, and vertical eye closure parameters, as illustrated by 
Figure 120E–13:
a) Capture the signal according the method defined in 162.9.3.1.1, with the exception that the test system has a 
low-pass response equivalent to the specified receiver noise filter with associated parameters in Table 120G–9 in 
place of the low-pass response specified in 162.9.3, to give y1(k). Capture the PRBS13Q signal y1(k) with the 
effect of low-pass response equivalent to the specified receiver noise filter with associated parameters in Table 
120G–9, and using a clock recovery unit with a corner frequency of 4 MHz and slope of 20 dB/decade. The 
capture includes a minimum of 3 samples per symbol, or equivalent. Collect sufficient samples equivalent to at 
least 1.2 million PAM4 symbols to allow for construction of a normalized cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
to a probability of 10–5 without extrapolation.
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Comments 10157, 114, 10143, 111, 112, 143
CTF gain, part 1

CTF gain range

http://www.ieee802.org/3/ck/public/20_03/ghiasi_3ck_01_0320.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/3/ck/public/20_03/ghiasi_3ck_01_0320.pdf
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Comments 10157, 114, 10143
CTF gain, part 2

CTF gain range

CTF gain step size
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Comments 10157, 114, 10143, 111, 112, 143
CTF gain, part 3
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS

114 (Ali Ghiasi): CTF range for TP1a, TP4, TP4
143 (Piers Dawe): CTF range for TP4 
10157 (Piers Dawe): CTF range for TP1a?
10143 (Piers Dawe): CTF step size 
10158 (Piers Dawe): CTF range for TP4
111 (Ali Ghiasi): CTF range for TP1, max loss
112 (Ali Ghiasi): CTF range for TP1, min loss

TP1a = host output
TP1 = module input stressed signal
TP4 = module output (far-end and near-end)
TP4a = host input stressed signal

The comments address the following:
#1 reduce CTF range for TP1a
#2 define CTF range for TP4 near-end (different from TP1a and TP4 far-end)
#3 define CTF range for TP4 far-end (different from TP1a and TP4 near-end)
#4 define CTF range for TP1 (different values for max. loss and min. loss)
#5  reduce CTF step size

Comments 10157, 114, 10143, 111, 112, 143
CTF gain, part 4
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Comments 10157, 114, 10143, 111, 112, 143
CTF gain, part 5

gDC2

TP1a gDC TP5 gDC TP4 gDC

D1.1
dawe 

comment
#10157

ghiasi
presentation OIF discussion

compromise Other ghiasi
#114

ghiasi
#114

0 -3 to -14 -3 to -14 -2 to -4 -3 to -12 -2 to -6 ? -2 to -4 -2 to -4

-1 -3 to -14 -3 to -14 -2 to -7 -3 to -12 -2 to -9 ? -2 to -7 -2 to -5

-2 -3 to -14 -6 to -14 -4 to -11 -6 to -12 -4 to -11 ? -4 to -10 -4 to -5

-3 -3 to -14 -9 to -14 -8 to -13 -9 to -11 -8 to -13 ? -8 to -10 --

# of combos
1 dB step

12x4 =
48

12*2+9+6 =
39

3+6+8+6 = 
23

10*2+7+3 =
30

5+8+8+6 = 
27

x+x+x+x =
y 19 9

# of combos
0.5 dB step 96 78 46 60 54 2*y 38 18

Summary of proposals:

TP1 same as TP1a?
TP4a same as TP4?

Matt Brown
Text Box
TP1a Consensus proposal:gDC2 | gDC 0:  | -2 to -9-1:  | -2 to -12-2:  | -4 to -12-3:  | -8 to -13

Matt Brown
Text Box
TP4 far-end

Matt Brown
Text Box
TP4 near-end

Matt Brown
Text Box
TP4 = module output

Matt Brown
Text Box
TP1a = host output



Possible Consensus? . . . . .

This CTF setting has to be greater than or equal to 10 dB for gDC  
and 2 dB for gDC2.

the CTF setting 
has to be 
greater than or 
equal to 4 dB for 
gDC and 1 dB for 
gDC2.

Discussion starting with Ali…

Comments 10157, 10143, 114
CTF gain, part 6

10
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Comments 72, 71 -- part 1
Channel Insertion Loss and COM

Channel

Comment #72
Assuming that intent is to add an informative COM 
specification for the channel from host device output to 
module device input.
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Comments 72, 71 -- part 2
Channel Insertion Loss and COM

New proposed response to Comment #71:

For the 100GAUI-1 and 200GAUI-2 descriptions, Equation 120G-1 is introduced as follows: "The 
supported insertion loss budget is characterized by Equation (120G-1) and illustrated in Figure 120G-5."
For the 400GAUI-4 description, Equation 120G-1 is introduced as follows: "The recommended insertion 
loss budget is characterized by Equation (120G-1) and illustrated in Figure 120G-5."
In two places…
Change: “The supported insertion loss budget”
To: “The recommended insertion loss budget”
Note that the three referenced paragraphs are being merged together per the response to closed 
comment #91.
As the comment recommends, it would be beneficial to package up the channel specification in a 
channel subclause similar to 120F.4 "Channel characteristics".
Move the informative channel specifications to a new subclause "120G.4 Channel characteristics".
Implement with editorial license.
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Comment 92
Post-FEC BER

Draft 1.0, Comment #202...

From 802.3cd-2018...

Afterthought...
It might be helpful to change the wording 
to: “processed by the PMA according to”
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Comment 108, 107
Stressed eye jitter profile

From Table 120F-1...

Presumably, “random jitter” refers to “JRMS” and “bounded uncorrelated jitter refers to “J4u” What about even-odd jitter, which 
is correlated? Perhaps the following change would help...
“Random jitter and bounded uncorrelated jitter are added such that the output of the pattern generator approximates the output jitter profile 
given by JRMS and J4u in Table TBD120F-1.”

Host input

Module input

Matt Brown
Cross-Out
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Comment 10063
Host input stressed eye jitter setup

The optimization criteria should be consistent with the module 
output measurement which is not fully defined yet. But we 
might assume the method will be the same as for the host 
output. Based on the response to closed comment 10066, the 
optimization is based on minimizing VEC.

Host input
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Comment 110
Module input test fixture insertion loss

Module input
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Comment 10062
Host input stressed eye jitter setup

The response should be updated to include adding VEC to 
Table 120G-8.

Module input
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Comment 127, 126
Common-Mode Return Loss (CMRL)

For the host output and module output a new common-mode 
return loss specification is proposed.

If accepted, add allowance for editorial license.

Host output Module output
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Comment 119, 125, 124
Common-Mode to Differential Return Loss (CDRL)

The proposal is to improve the already specified CDRL.

If no changes to equation are accepted, there are still some 
text changes that are worth doing to align the naming.

Host output
Module output

Module input

should be AIP

should be AIP




